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Behavior of the H atom velocity distribution function within the shock wave
of a hydrogen plasma jet

S. Mazouffre, P. Vankan, R. Engeln, and D. C. Schram
Department of Applied Physics, Eindhoven University of Technology, P.O. Box 513, 5600 MB Eindhoven, The Netherland

~Received 19 March 2001; revised manuscript received 9 July 2001; published 20 November 2001!

The evolution of the ground-state hydrogen atom velocity distribution function throughout the stationary
shock wave of a supersonic hydrogen plasma jet (3,Mach number,4) is studied using laser-induced fluo-
rescence spectroscopy. The H atom velocity distribution function may be decomposed into two Maxwellian
distributions. The fast component of the distribution corresponds to the unhampered supersonic conditions. The
slow component corresponds to the conditions in the shock region, i.e., within the shock front, the mean
velocity and the temperature of this atom group vary. Across the shock wave, the H atom population is
gradually transferred from the fast to the slow component by means of collisions. The development of the
mean axial velocity is modeled using the Mott-Smith approach. Departure from the theoretical shock profile is
interpreted in terms of the nonconservation of both the H atom forward flux and momentum across the shock
wave.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.64.066405 PACS number~s!: 52.35.Tc, 52.25.Fi, 47.40.Nm
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I. INTRODUCTION

The study of physical systems under nonequilibrium c
ditions has been the subject of numerous researches
long period of time. An example of a system characteriz
by a departure from thermodynamic equilibrium is the in
rior of a shock wave@1#. Across a shock wave, a flowin
medium exhibits a rapid change in its macroscopic prop
ties, i.e., density, velocity, and temperature, over a short
tance ~merely a few mean free paths!. Shock waves are
nowadays relatively easy to produce and to control us
several kinds of experimental facilities such as wind tunn
shock tubes, and free jets. Moreover, laboratory shock wa
offer the possibility to cover a vast ensemble of physi
conditions: a broad range of Mach numbers~M! is acces-
sible, the flow regime may be varied from continuum to r
efied, the shock wave may be created in an atomic ga
molecular gas or a plasma, to only name a few.

As recently pointed out by Ramoset al. @2#, scientists are
confronted with a paradox. Although the general proper
of a shock wave are at present well established, there
exist numerous issues concerning the evolution of the di
bution function within such a disturbed region. This pecul
situation is a direct consequence of the relative lack of
tailed experimental studies in comparison with the la
amount of theoretical works~see, for instance,@3–5# and
references herein!.

Most of experimental investigations of a gas~plasma!
shock wave are devoted to the measurement of the deve
ment of macroscopic parameters. Several diagnostic t
niques have been employed: electron-beam absorption@6#
and electron-beam-induced fluorescence@7#, Rayleigh scat-
tering @8#, laser-Doppler technique@9# and Thomson scatter
ing @10#. Despite the fact that those studies furnish a la
amount of data to be compared with the prediction of diff
ent theories, i.e., hydrodynamic approach~Navier-Stokes
equation! or kinetic theory~Boltzmann equation!, they only
provide indirect information concerning the distributio
1063-651X/2001/64~6!/066405~8!/$20.00 64 0664
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function. Up until now, only a few works have been direct
devoted to the study of the distribution function across
shock wave. In the work of Ramoset al. @2# the rotational
state distribution function of N2 molecules is studied in a
nitrogen-free jet by means of Raman scattering, and in
work of Pham-Van-Diep, Erwin and Muntz@11# the velocity
distribution function in a helium jet is measured by means
electron-beam-induced fluorescence. Those works con
the main conclusions of Mott-Smith@12# and Glansdorff@13#
about a bimodal distribution function in a shock region, ev
though the discovery of a third component, related with
invasion of the jet, is reported.

In the present contribution, the behavior of the veloc
distribution function~VDF! of ground-state hydrogen atom
is directly studied within the stationary shock wave of
weakly ionized expanding hydrogen plasma~3,M,4, de-
pending on the background pressure! by means of two-
photon absorption laser induced fluorescence~TALIF ! spec-
troscopy. From the VDF, the local H atom density, me
velocity, and temperature are also deduced. The large D
pler broadening of H atoms, combined with the relative
high temperature of the plasma medium, allows us to ob
accurate data on the VDF. In this plasma environment,
are confronted with a very particular situation: neither the
atom forward flux nor the H atom momentum is conserv
within the shock wave@14#. A recombination of H atoms a
the vessel walls induces large density gradients between
core of the plasma jet and its surrounding, which in tu
force H to diffuse out of the jet@15#. This effect is very
pronounced in the shock region where the mean free pa
large. Because of recombination processes in the arc no
the expanding plasma is mainly composed of H2 molecules
to which H atoms transfer most of their momentum. As
consequence, the Rankine-Hugoniot relations are not v
for the H atom fluid, not even at high-background pressu

II. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT AND PLASMA JET

In the experiment reported in this contribution, groun
state hydrogen atoms are spatially probed by using a t
©2001 The American Physical Society05-1
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photon absorption laser-induced fluorescence~TALIF ! tech-
nique @16–18#. Since the experimental method has be
described elsewhere@18#, only a short overview is presente
here. A tunable 20 Hz Nd:YAG pumped dye laser delive
radiation around 615 nm. The output of the dye laser
frequency-tripled resulting in 2 mJ of tunable UV ligh
around 205 nm. The UV laser beam is focused into a vacu
chamber parallel to the plasma expansion axis. Hydro
atoms are excited with two 205 nm photons from the 1s2 S
ground state to the 3d2 D and 3s2 S states. The excitation is
monitored by detection of the resulting fluorescence yield
the Balmer-a line at 656 nm using a gated photomultipli
tube. An interference filter is used to isolate the Ha line from
the plasma emission. A slitmask is used to define the de
tion volume which dimensions are much smaller than a
gradient length. The dye-laser frequency is accurately c
brated by the simultaneous recording of the absorption s
trum of molecular iodine. A spectral scan over the tw
photon transition provide a direct access to the local H a
velocity distribution function~VDF!, which allows for dis-
cussion on the state of equilibrium of the plasma flow. Fr
the measured line profile, the H density and mean velo
are obtained. In the case of a Maxwellian distribution a
atom temperature may also be defined. The influence of
laser line profile @full width at half maximum ~FWHM!
' 0.18 cm21 at 205 nm# on the shape of measured spect
profile is neglected. This is legitimate in view of the lo
mass of H atoms and the relative high-plasma temperatu

The experimental determination of the velocity distrib
tion function of a particle group is based on the Dopp
effect. The broadening of a spectral line results from
Dopppler shift of the optical transition induced by the spre
in velocity within a group of particles. A particle movin
with velocity vz towards a probing light source absorbs
photon at a frequencyn given by

n5n0S 12
vz

c D , ~1!

wheren0 is the absorption frequency of the particle at resc
is the speed of light in vacuum. If the Doppler effect is t
main broadening mechanism, the measured absorption
file is essentially the distribution of the velocity compone
vz . Indeed, one cannot directly probe the three-dimensio
~3D! velocity distributionFv , i.e., the density in velocity
space, only the one-dimensional~1D! distribution f v(vz) of
the velocity component in the directionz of propagation of
the laser beam is measured. The 1D and 3D velocity dis
bution function are related by

f v~vz!5E E Fvdvxdvy , ~2!

which corresponds to a projection in velocity space. The
ergy distribution functionf E(E) follows from a transforma-
tion of velocity into translational energy viaE5(1/2)mv2.

The hydrogen plasma is created by a cascaded arc@19#.
06640
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The arc channel is composed of four insulated plates and
a diameter of 4 mm. The operating standard conditions ar
55 A direct current, a cathode-anode voltage of 150 V an
H2 gas flow of 3.5 standard liters per minute. The stagnat
pressure inside the arc is 0.14 bar. The thermal hydro
plasma expands from a straight nozzle with a diameter o
mm into a low-background pressure (pback) chamber. At the
arc outlet, the plasma turns into almost a hot gas, most e
trons being consumed in the nozzle~ionization degree
,1%!. Furthermore, the generation of H2 molecules by a
surface-recombination of H atoms is favored inside the
nozzle that leads to a relatively low-dissociation degree
the source exit. Thus, H atoms flow in an environme
mostly composed of H2 molecules@14#.

The flow pattern of H atoms in supersonic plasma j
generated from H2 and from an Ar-H2 mixture has been re
cently investigated by studying the H atom density, tempe
ture, and velocity development during the expansion proc
@14,15,20#. In this contribution, we focus on the study of th
plasma shock region with two main objectives: to exam
the evolution of the H atom VDF in this region and to u
derstand the related shock wave characteristics.

III. NONGAUSSIAN VDF WITHIN THE STATIONARY
SHOCK WAVE

The behavior of the ground-state H atom VDF is exa
ined throughout the normal shock wave of the expand
hydrogen plasma. The system being in stationary state,
VDF only depends on spatial coordinates. The VDF is m
sured along the jet centerline, namely, the velocity distrib
tion is observed parallel to a stream line. Therefore, only
axial component of the H atom velocity is determined. T
departure from thermodynamic equilibrium is directly r
flected in the shape of the velocity distribution functio
which markedly deviates from the Gaussian form, i.e.,
equilibrium form, within the shock wave, as we will see.

Eight H atom velocity distribution functions recorded
different locations in the shock wave region are shown
Fig. 1 for a background pressure of 20 Pa. The local VDF
obtained from the measured spectral profile using the D
pler shift relation@see Eq.~1!# to switch from frequency
space to velocity space. Atpback520 Pa, the normal shock
wave stretches fromz510 mm to z550 mm. The Mach
number prior to the shock equals four. The end of the sh
is defined as the position whereM51.

Ahead of and behind the shock wave, the VDF is Gau
ian. The corresponding energy distribution function is the
fore Maxwellian, meaning that the H atom flow is in therm
dynamic equilibrium. Throughout the stationary shock wa
there is a clear departure from thermodynamic equilibriu
since the VDF becomes non-Gaussian, as can be seen in
1. However, the H atom VDF may be decomposed into t
Gaussian VDF corresponding to the unhampered supers
conditions and the conditions in the shock region. This
called bimodal approximation of the distribution function
not arbitrary, but it arises directly from the definition of
shock wave that is a transition zone where a supersonic
has to adapt to the ambient subsonic conditions. It was
5-2
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FIG. 1. Ground-state hydrogen atom veloci
distribution function~VDF! measured at 20 Pa
background pressure within the stationary sho
wave of an expanding hydrogen plasma. In t
shock region~10 to 50 mm!, where departure
from thermodynamic equilibrium is observed, th
VDF consists of the sum of two Gaussian term
corresponding to the supersonic and the sho
conditions.
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proposed about half a century ago by Mott-Smith@12# and
Glansdorff @13# in order to be able to solve the Boltzman
transport equation in a gas shock wave. A bimodal appro
mation for the H atom VDF across the shock wave is fou
to be also valid at a background pressure of 100 Pa, as sh
in Fig. 2. At this pressure, the normal shock wave stretc
from z56 mm toz530 mm, andM53 prior to the shock.

Across the shock wave of the expanding plasma, the
atom population is gradually transferred from one group~the
fast component with a VDF corresponding to the superso
stream! to the other group~the slow component! by means of
collisions with the background particles, i.e., H2 molecules
under our experimental conditions. This transfer of popu
tion, and the subsequent emergence of a bimodal VDF
clearly visible in Figs. 1 and 2. In Fig. 3, we plotted th
contents of the two Gaussian components as well as the
H atom density across the shock wave for a background p
sure of 20 Pa. The emergence of the slow component and
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disapearence of the fast component can easily be seen.
that, due to plasma-wall interactions, the total H atom d
sity does not increase across the shock wave@14,15,20#. At
the end of the shock wave, all H atoms have changed fr
an initial supersonic Gaussian VDF to a final subso
Gaussian VDF and the system returns to equilibrium. N
that all H atoms are thermalized~Gaussian VDF! before the
end of the shock, i.e., they all have at least undergone
collision before the flow becomes subsonic. The fast com
nent of the VDF contains only particles with a positive ax
velocity whereas the slow component contains both partic
with a positive and a negative axial velocity, and the disp
sion in velocity~given by the width of the Gaussian VDF! is
larger.

The H atom VDF within the shock region is well de
scribed by a bimodal approximation, as can be seen from
fit in Figs. 1 and 2. No evidence for the existence of a th
component, the so-called scattered fraction, is experim
5-3
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FIG. 2. Ground-state hydrogen atom veloci
distribution function~VDF! measured at 100 Pa
background pressure within the stationary sho
wave of an expanding hydrogen plasma. In t
shock region~6 to 30 mm!, where departure from
thermodynamic equilibrium is observed, the VD
consists of the sum of two Gaussian terms cor
sponding to the supersonic and the shock con
tions. It can be seen that all H atoms are therm
ized ~Gaussian VDF! ahead of the end of the
shock wave.
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tally found, contrary to what is reported in previou
studies @2,11,21#. In References @11# and @21#, one-
dimensional VDF measured in He and Ar shock wav
are compared with predictions from Monte Carlo dire
simulation ~MCDS! method based on realistic interatom
potential. An excellent agreement is found between exp
mental data and data calculated using MCDS. In particu
the MCDS method is able to predict the existence of a th
group of particles. In other words, in those gas shock wav
the Mott-Smith approach fails to represent the distribut
function ~Mott-Smith and MCDS predictions are compar
in Ref. @11#!.

In our case, the validity of a bimodal model may ari
from the fact that, contrary to the Mott-Smith approach,
slow VDF does not correspond to the conditions downstre
of the zone of silence but it corresponds to the conditions
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the shock wave. In other words, as we will see in the n
section, the mean velocity and the temperature of the s
Gaussian component vary through the shock region,
therefore this component accounts for mixing effects@11,21#.

The scattered component may also originate from gas
ticles that penetrate the shock region from the jet bound
and from the Mach disk. This invasion may lead to the a
pearance of a third fraction since the initial VDF of the
particles~as measured along a stream line! is neither the fast
one nor the slow one. Under our experimental conditio
due to wall-association processes, H atoms are almost ab
in the background gas. As a consequence, the shock wa
invaded mainly by H2 molecules, and no H atom scattere
distribution is formed. The appearance of a third fraction
the VDF would in that case merely be visible in the H2
molecule VDF. Note that this effect should be more pr
5-4
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BEHAVIOR OF THE H ATOM VELOCITY . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E64 066405
nounced at low-background pressure where the invasio
the shock region by the background gas is favored@22,23#.

IV. VELOCITY AND TEMPERATURE PROFILES
ALONG THE JET AXIS

From the measured H atom velocity distribution functio
a mean axial velocity as well as a parallel temperature, wh
represents the spread in velocity along a stream line, ma
calculated for each Gaussian component. The velocity is
termined from the Doppler shift of the peak. The temperat
is determined from the Doppler broadening of the pe
which is the dominant broadening mechanism in our ca
taking into account the bandwidth of the laser profile tha
assumed to be gaussian.

Throughout the stationary shock wave the average H a
axial velocity is obtained from the first moment of the VD
In this region, the H atom parallel temperature may not
strictly defined since the flowing medium is not in therm
dynamic equilibrium. We attempt however to define an av
age local parallel temperatureT̂i that may be seen as th
temperature that would be given by a hypothetical thermo
eter plunged into the shock region~ignoring the perpendicu
lar temperature!. This average temperature is calculated
weighting the temperature of the two Gaussian compon
with their corresponding density

T̂i5
nfastTi fast1nslowTislow

nfast1nslow
, ~3!

where the subscriptfast and slow refers to the fast compo
nent and the slow component of the distribution functio
respectively.

Before analyzing the axial profile of the H atom veloci
v and temperatureT, it is of interest to briefly discuss th

FIG. 3. On-axis profile of the total H atom density, i.e., t
contents of the VDF, across the stationary shock wave at 20
background pressure~open triangle!. The population of the fats
component~solid square! decreases to finally vanish whereas t
population of the slow component~solid circle! increases. At the
end of the shock wave, only subsonically flowing H atoms rema
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experimental uncertainty on these two macroscopic par
eters. Three different sources of uncertainty may be ide
fied. The first two are the approximate laser bandwid
which introduces noise in the deconvolution step necess
to obtainT, and the inaccuracy in the position of the iodin
peaks@18#, which generates uncertainty in the calibration
the velocity axis. The error inv andT that results from these
two sources isDv56200 ms21 and DT5620 K. Another
important source of error~independent from the first two! is
the fitting procedure used to determine the Gaussian di
butions. Using different programs and methods, the unc
tainty that arises from the fitting procedure, is estimated to
Dv56150 ms21 andDT56140 K. Thus, the experimenta
statistical uncertainty is found to be6250 ms21 and6140 K
for the velocity and the temperature, respectively@24#.

The H atom velocity profile along the plasma jet cent
line is shown in Fig. 4 atpback520 Pa and in Fig. 5 at
pback5100 Pa. On both graphs, the measured velocity
compared with the local speed of sound calculated from
measured H atom parallel temperature~T̂i across the shock
wave! and usingm52 amu since the jet is mainly compose
of H2 molecules. The corresponding on-axis developmen
the H atom parallel temperature is shown in Fig. 6 atpback
520 Pa and in Fig. 7 atpback5100 Pa. The general shape
both the velocity and the temperature profile in the course
the plasma expansion has already been explained in pre
ing articles@14,15#. In this contribution, we only focus on th
shock region.

The fast component of the H atom VDF, i.e., the comp
nent that corresponds to the unhampered supersonic co
tions, represents the fraction of hydrogen atoms that have
yet collided with the particles of the shock wave regio
namely, H2 molecules. This component thus exhibits the flo

a

.

FIG. 4. Profile of the H atom axial velocity~open triangle! along
the jet centerline at 20 Pa background pressure. Throughout
shock wave, the average H atom velocity is calculated from the
moment of the distribution function. The mean velocity of both t
fast~solid square! and the slow~solid circle! component of the VDF
are shown in the shock region. Also shown is the axial profile of
speed of sound~diamond! determined from the measured H ato
parallel temperature.
5-5
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S. MAZOUFFRE, P. VANKAN, R. ENGELN, AND D. C. SCHRAM PHYSICAL REVIEW E64 066405
properties of a supersonic beam@25#. The mean H atom axia
velocity of the fast component remains high. At 20 Pa ba
ground pressure, the velocity is frozen at about 7500 m21,
whereas at 100 Pa, the velocity still increases across
shock wave, meaning that H atoms may still convert par
the thermal energy they gained in the plasma source
kinetic energy. The corresponding parallel temperature
creases down to 300–200 K, meaning that the spread in
locity decreases. The fast component of the VDF is th
often referred to as the cold component.

FIG. 5. Profile of the H atom axial velocity~open triangle! along
the jet centerline at 100 Pa background pressure. Throughou
shock wave, the average H atom velocity is calculated from the
moment of the distribution function. The mean velocity of both t
fast~solid square! and the slow~solid circle! component of the VDF
are shown in the shock region. Also shown is the axial profile of
speed of sound~diamond! determined from the measured H ato
parallel temperature.

FIG. 6. On-axis profile of the H atom parallel temperature~open
triangle! at a background pressure of 20 Pa. Throughout the sh
wave, an average temperature is determined from the temper
of the two Gaussian components of the distribution function@see
Eq. ~3!#. The temperature of both the fast~solid square! and the
slow ~solid circle! component of the VDF are also shown in th
shock region.
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The slow component of VDF, i.e., the component th
corresponds to the conditions in the shock wave, contain
atoms that have at least experienced one collision with
particles located in the shock region. The mean axial velo
is low at the beginning of the shock region, around 20
ms21. It increases across the shock wave due to collisi
slow H atoms undergo with supersonically flowing particle
The rise of the mean velocity of the VDF slow component
faster at the beginning of the shock region, as can be see
Figs. 4 and 5. It arises from the fact that collisions of slow
atoms with fast H2 molecules~the main collision partner!
become quickly scarce because the population of the
VDF component of H2 drops also fast across the shock wa
to finally disappear. The temperature of the slow compon
is relatively high. It increases because kinetic energy is c
verted into thermal motion in a collision involving a fast
atom. In other words, directed motion is transformed in
random motion within a shock wave. The slow componen
the VDF is also often called the warm component.

V. THEORETICAL VELOCITY PROFILE
IN THE SHOCK REGION: MOTT-SMITH APPROACH

The H atom average velocity measured throughout
stationary shock wave along the plasma jet centerline ma
compared with a theoretical model based on a bimodal
proximation of the velocity distribution function. Across
shock front, the density profile as well as the correspond
velocity profile of the flowing fluid may be calculated a
shown by Mott-Smith@12# and Glansdorff@13#. The center-
line velocity is given by

v~ z̃!5
v2~11e4z̃/L!

~v2 /v1!1e4z̃/L , ~4!
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FIG. 7. On-axis profile of the H atom parallel temperature~open
triangle! at a background pressure of 100 Pa. Throughout the sh
wave, an average temperature is determined from the temper
of the two Gaussian components of the distribution function@see
Eq. ~3!#. The temperature of both the fast~solid square! and the
slow ~solid circle! component of the VDF are also shown in th
shock region.
5-6
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BEHAVIOR OF THE H ATOM VELOCITY . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E64 066405
where z̃5z2z0, z0 being the center of the shock wav
~point of inflection!, v1 andv2 are the velocity ahead of an
behind the shock, respectively, andL is the shock thickness
defined as

L5~v12v2!
dz

dvU
max

, ~5!

according to the Prandtl formalism@26#. We found thatL
516.8 and 9.7 mm at 20 and 100 Pa, respectively. The
locity may also be expressed as a function of the Mach n
berM ahead of the shock front and the adiabatic exponeng
using the Rankine-Hugoniot relations. In order to make
results independent of the conditions, one may define a
malized velocity in the following way:

ṽ~ z̃!5
v~ z̃!2v2

v12v2
. ~6!

When the measured~normalized! velocity is to be compared
with the theoretical~normalized! velocity given by Eq. 4
~Eq. 6! a scaling lengthSneeds to be introduced to take in
account the shift in position between the inflection point
the density curve and the velocity curve. The parameterS is
given by

S5
L

4
ln

v2

v1
. ~7!

For high Mach number (M.2), the bimodal method is
known to describe properly the shock wave structure@6,7#.
The comparison between experiments and calculation
shown in Fig. 8. As can be seen from the graph, the ag
ment is relatively good at the beginning of the shock wa
even if the normalized velocity profile measured at 100
deviates slightly from the predictions. However, in the fin
part of the shock region, a strong deviation is observed. T
effect has already been reported in literature in the cas
on-axis density profiles measured in neutral gas shock wa
@2,6,7#. It arises from the fact that the model developed
Mott-Smith is a one-dimensional~1D! normal shock wave
model that does not account for scattering effects. Such
fects, related to the invasion of the supersonic jet by
background gas, occurs for a 2D shock wave when the fl
enters the rarefied regime@22#, i.e, when the Knudsen num
ber Kn is large. It has indeed been observed that at h
background pressure, the agreement between experim
data and the Mott-Smith model is good and it deteriorate
low pressure. The Knudsen number ahead of a shock wa
the ratio of the mean free path for momentum exchange
the shock thickness. It reads

Kn5
1

nH2
sH2H2

L
. ~8!

The temperature-dependent momentum exchange c
sectionsH2H2

is taken from literature@27# and the H2 den-
sity has been measured by means of coherent anti-St
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Raman spectroscopy~CARS! @28#. Under our conditions,
Kn50.7 at 20 Pa and Kn50.2 at 100 Pa ahead of the shoc
wave meaning that the latter is formed in a transition flo
regime. Surprisingly, the H atom velocity profile measured
pback520 Pa and the one measured atpback5100 Pa exhibit a
similar behavior in the final part of the shock wave, as can
seen in Fig. 8, in contradiction with measurements repor
in literature@2#. The two normalized velocity profiles deviat
in approximately the same way from the theoretical calcu
tion. In other words, there is no clear influence of the ba
ground pressure. This remarkable fact is a consequenc
the nonconservation of both the H atom forward flux and
H atom momentum throughout the stationary shock wave
the plasma jet@14,15,20#. In that case, the Mott-Smith ap
proach used to calculate the average velocity is not v
since it is based on the Rankine-Hugoniot relations. A th
retical calculation of the H atom velocity profile within th
normal shock wave would therefore require a 2D model
pable of accounting for a decoupling between the H at
fluid and the H2 molecule fluid induced by H atom surface
recombination processes.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The specific ground-state hydrogen atom shock wave
tern formed in a weakly ionized hydrogen plasma jet m
serve as a test case to validate predictions of kinetic mo
based on the Boltzmann equation used to study the beha
of the velocity distribution function and the fluid macro
scopic properties within a shock wave. The two-photon
sorption laser-induced fluorescence spectroscopy is w

FIG. 8. Normalized H atom velocity@see Eq.~6!# profile within
the stationary shock wave of an expanding hydrogen plasma a
Pa~open triangle! and at 100 Pa~solid diamond! background pres-
sure. The parameterz0 corresponds to the center of the shock wa
andL is the shock thickness. The solid line represents the calcul
normalized velocity profile under the assumption of a bimodal d
tribution function based on the theory developed by Mott-Sm
@12# and Glansdorff@13#.
5-7
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adapted to extract local information about ground-state
oms at a microscopic scale, both in a gas and in a pla
environment. Using this diagnostic tool, one may prov
large datasets to support theoretical studies devoted to
shock wave properties. Such data are also of relevanc
order to better understand the shock wave formation at l
background pressure and the related invasion of the sh
region by the residual gas particles, which is of interest
various fields like astrophysics and plasma-assis
chemistry.
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